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THE NIGHT OP MAN.
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Europe, how have kings dealt with thee, and
sown
Thine every acre from a human breast!
Red was the seed and red the harrow prest
To bitter fields whoso harvest was a moan;
And the long years pass on to the unknown,
And cannon utter now thy lord's unrest,
Where still their armies gather for the test,
And heavy darkness holds about the throne.
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S. D. EVANS
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8 Stftto St.

And shall they sow forever in this wise
To reap that corn whose roots take hold on

Hell?
Better a desert and the sunlight there,
In which the" lions gaze with stony eyes
From nameless ruins where the lizards dwell,
And the small hawk floats lonely on the air.
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Slowly among the wounded and the slain
The gleamers take the harvest of the kings,
no joyous maiden sings,
But harvest-sonAnd crimson fingers lift a crimson grain.
Where darkness and the powers of darkness reign,
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They bend above unutterable things,
Its ghastly ray along the burdened plain.
Well seems it

that they wear a cross of red,
But better seems it that this earth should bear
That blazon in the concourse of the stars,
(Ere the Night conquer and the sun fall dead)
And 'mid dark Signs and warring heavens glare,
Disastrous, with the bloody light of Mars.

NEW MACHINERY ENTERPRIZE
Owing to the successful growth of the Landes
Machinery company, it was recently found necessary to reorganize the company and with the increase of the capitalization to $50,000, Herbert D.
Landes, who originally organized the company
has been joined by James B. Austin, who recently
severed his connection with the Gem State Lumber company of Idaho, in order to enter the machinery field in which he has had considerable

experience.
The growth of the Landes company has come
with the extensive development of farm lands
in the intermountain states, and the building of
new roads where machinery is used such as is
specialized in by this firm. The only mining machinery handled is the
aerial
tramway, but digging machinery for various uses
is the main line carried by this firm. This includes contractors and well drilling machinery,
traction engines and everything of the kind.
The members of the firm state that there is
an unprecedented demand for this of late and
that the potentialities of the undeveloped farming land in this and surrounding states mean a
great future for the businoss here.
Mr. Austin and Mr. Landes are two of the
best known young business men in the city and
that their efforts as a team will meet with unqualified success is a foregoing conclusion.
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In that domain of majesty and night
There stood no haven for its evil flight:
Its goal was horror, and the goal afar.
Ere long, where huddling babes and women
wept,
And wounded men were couched, and no

man slept,
Deep in the midnight city sank that star.
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That Iron offspring took the dark, then fell
As falls, unheralded, the meteor-stone- .
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Everything that the market af- lords, deliriously cooked and
served at prices that afforld an
opportunity for everyone to live
well.

Breakfast, lunch and dinner; a
daily change of menus to suit
those who like variety.
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242 Main Street
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woolen mater- -

ials and silks for spring wear.
Gowns for afternoon and even- ing wear in newest shades
and contour.
Blouses in laces, chiffons, the
favorite Georgette crepes and
lingeries.
Correct and dainty neckwear.

THE SHOP
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